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African-descended USians are finally obtaining reparations—underwater. Plunge into the action
of a visionary future by the award-winning author of Everfair, with narration by LeVar Burton (Star
Trek: The Next Generation).Five miles off the South Carolina coast, Darden and Catherina are
getting their promised forty acres, all of it undersea. Like every Black “mer,” they’ve been
experimentally modified to adapt to their new subaquatic home—and have met with extreme
resistance from white supremacists. Darden has an inspired plan for resolution. For both those
on land and the webbed bottom-dwellers below, Darden is hoping to change the wave of the
future.Nisi Shawl’s 2043 . . . (A Merman I Should Turn to Be) is part of Black Stars, a multi-
dimensional collection of speculative fiction from Black authors. Each story is a world much like
our own. Read or listen to them in a single sitting.

“Science fiction invites audiences to imagine new and different worlds…Soon readers (and
listeners) will be able to add some new voices and stories to this mix, thanks to an upcoming
collection of short stories from Ebook Library Original Stories.” —SYFY Wire“Part of what makes
Black Stars so special is the fact that it is showcasing speculative science fiction from Black
authors from around the world.” —SYFY Wire“With a host of amazing authors, Black Stars is
perfect for lovers of Afrofuturism, Caribbean science fiction, and African jujuism. As you read the
stories, you’ll start to understand why there are so many different genres in the collection…Black
Stars introduces people to so many different frameworks, showing the diversity of stories
created when Black authors across the diaspora infuse their unique cultural perspectives into
these narratives, creating an abundance of originality that lets readers imagine wildly different
worlds, realities, and futures.” —ShondalandAbout the AuthorNisi Shawl is the award-winning
author of Everfair and numerous short stories, which have appeared in such publications as
Strange Horizons and Asimov’s Science Fiction, among many others. Last year, Nisi won the
World Fantasy Award, the FIYAH Magazine IGNYTE Award, the British Fantasy Award, two
Locus Awards, and the Brave New Words Award from Starburst magazine.
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This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, organizations, places, events, and incidents are
either products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual
persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.Text copyright © 2021 Nisi
ShawlAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system,
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, without express written permission of the publisher.Published by Ebook Library
Original Stories, SeattleEbook Library, the Ebook Library logo, and Ebook Library Original
Stories are trademarks of , Inc., or its affiliates.Cover illustration by Natasha CunninghamCover
design by Alex MertoPublished in coordination with Plympton Literary
Studiowww.fortyacres.com/modifications/packageb ARCHIVED SEPTEMBER 23, 2043You
have chosen our most popular modstyle, THE SEPIA SURFER. Guaranteed features:“Double
lung” respiratory protection prevents dangerous nitrogen bubblesNostril enlargement and
somatic closure functionPressure-resistant over-retinasSomatic control of translucent
eyelidsAuxiliary oil-secretion glandsHeightened and extended electromagnetic spectrum
sensitivityHeightened and extended auditory sensitivityMulti-lobe added oxygen storage
capacity (in “chest” “belly” or “bosom” options)Group orders may receive discount on external 16-
channel communication headsets.Their last time on shore, they made sweet and salty love.
Then they entered their nannie machines. Coming out, the most noticeable change Darden saw
in Catherina was a faint, pearly sheen to her skin. Like sweat. He must look the same, he
thought. Absently he rubbed his upper lip, where his mustache used to grow. Permanent hair
removal had been recommended by FortyAcres, though not required. The krewe’s costumers
Drake and Florenzo had insisted on it, and on everyone eating the fattening food the modders
recommended, too. Fat was fuel for the nannies, and insulation against the water’s chill. It
needed to protect him in the air first, though; February in South Carolina didn’t feel that mild to
him standing out naked in the sea breeze.Catherina smiled and reached behind her for the
swimsuit hung over her machine’s door. This whole move had been her idea at first, before she
sold the rest of the krewe on it. He wasn’t going to let her back off from that “New Frontier”
feeling she claimed most of their band’s fans wanted from them. “Come on now,” he teased her.
“You can leave that old thing behind. No need to wear clothes now the machines loaded us up
on nannies controllin our body temps—and you look damn good without em.”“I guess you
proved that.” She grinned but put the suit on anyway. “Ima want some kinda protection for sittin
on that Mule.”He took her hand and shook his head. “You know I decided our krewe couldn’t
afford to upgrade to models with seats.” As manager of the Pretzles’ krewe finances, Darden
kept a close eye on expenditures. Like other show bands, they had to pay licensing fees for the
music they played, guarantee audience shares, copyright any original performance material
created to tie songs together, and cover a myriad more costs of doing business.Income from this
new venture might justify splurging later. For now, “I ordered us all the same kind of DPVs, all



right? Motor jet with a steering bar. You just gotta hang on to your handles. Here we go.” Trudging
toward the lower beach’s packed sand, they left behind the row of empty modding machines,
and the tents and awnings of the others in the krewe, all gone ahead.Darden would have gone
with them, but Catherina had wanted to tweak their streaming setup a few more times before
handing it off. She was the expert, and according to her, some adjustments needed krewe
onstage to test things out. And he’d wanted the two of them to share the transition to mer life as
a couple, since she was the main reason he’d agreed to it. Plus, in the unlikely event the new
nautical militia, the ones calling themselves “coast guards” showed up, he wanted to be
there.Storm erosion had shortened the path from dunes to surf. Out past the current waterline,
the remains of a pier jutted up, half-rotted pilings poking out of the water. The last two of the
krewe’s fleet of Mule model Dive Propulsion Vehicles were moored to a pair of pilings at the foot
of the ghost pier, bobbing in the sea’s shallow waves.He looked back over his shoulder at the
nannie machines, small beige and turquoise huts like public outhouses. At the line of deserted
summer homes behind them.“Race you in!” Catherina shouted as she passed him, already
running into the water. White foam splashed and swirled around Darden’s calves and thighs as
he wallowed in after her. Sand sank under his feet, sucking at him, slowing him down. Best get it
over. He dove forward. Six breaststrokes and he made it to the closest of the two Mules. Smooth
neon-green prastic moved like life under his broad palms.“Tie!” called Catherina from the far side
of the farthest DPV. “Mind if I take this one?”“No.” Yellow was a little girl’s color. Daffodils were
yellow, and baby chicks.“Come on. You wanna be late for the show?”“No,” he repeated. This was
going to be the Pretzles’ first underwater concert in the wild. Figures from their dress rehearsal in
a hotel pool looked promising. He unclipped the Mule, grabbed one end of its steering bar, and
pushed the lever to the left to let out some of the air in its ballast tank.“You ain’t scared?”“No I am
not,” Darden lied. He was. Even though the entire rest of the krewe, all fourteen of them, had
turned mer without a hitch. This morning he’d seen their single-use red-and-white signal buoys
scattered along the edge of the rented right-of-way, floating like bottles carrying messages of
success. Soon he’d be in range of the krewe’s live transmissions on the permanent
communications system. He’d hear their reports firsthand. Soon he’d have his own headset to
hear them on.The Mule began to drag at him. He had set it for neutral at ten meters, way lower
than the bottom this near shore. “Ready?” he asked. Thumbing the throttle to cruise and facing
outward, away from the land, he blinked three times, paused, three more times, paused, three
again. That was the post-trance signal he’d settled on. Drilled into his unconscious. No more
blinking. For a while, no more breathing.PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT OF “THE SPLENDID TRUTH”
PODCAST DECEMBER 10, 2041
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theresah, “vivid dream. 2043...A Merman I Should Turn to Be (Black Stars #3)by Nisi Shawlwhat
a vivid dream, This short story brings the reader to a fully realized world with remarkable
imagination. I found the idea of modifying human genetics to change with in living host to
adaptations to aquatic worlds at ground breaking. Wow, the struggles and choices of the
characters. A lot of conflict between have and have not. Its amazing, beautiful and frightening.”

The book by Nisi Shawl has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 312 people have provided feedback.
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